Hot Milk
Deborah Levy
FIC LEV
Sophia and her
mother Rose go to
Spain to seek relief for
Rose’s medical
condition. A powerful
novel of interior life,
like a medusa with a
transfixing gaze and a

The Change
Room
Karen Connelly
FIC CON
Happily married, great
career, mother of two.
What more could a
woman possibly want?
Also
on:

Exit West
Mohsin Hamid

FIC HAM
In a country teetering
on the brink of civil
war, two young
people meet—sensual,
fiercely independent
Nadia and gentle,
restrained Saeed.

Also
on:

The Rules Do
Not Apply

Enigma
Variations

Ariel Levy

André Aciman

ANF 305.30973 LEV

FIC ACI

In this memoir, Levy
picks you up and hurls
you through the story
of how she built an
unconventional life
and then watched it
fall apart with

Charts the life of Paul
whose loves remain
as consuming and
covetous throughout
adulthood as they
were in adolescence.

Disobedience

Vow of
Celibacy

Naomi Alderman
FIC ALD
Ronit rekindles a teen
romance with Esti,
now her cousin’s wife,
when she returns
home to a tight knit
Jewish community
after her father’s

Hunger Makes
Me a Modern
Girl
Carrie Brownstein

ANF 782.42164 BRO
From a leader of
feminist punk music
at the dawn of the riot
-grrrl era, a deeply

Erin Judge
FIC JUD
Natalie confronts her
complicated feelings
about her plus-sized
figure, her bisexuality,
and her thwarted
career in fashion

Holding Still
For As Long As
Possible

Paul Takes The
Form Of A
Mortal Girl
Andrea Lawlor

Zoe Whittall

FIC LAW
Paul studies queer
theory, has a dyke
best friend, makes
zines, and is a flâneur
with a rich dating life.

Sugar Town
Hazel Newlevant
FIC NEW
A bisexual, polyamorous love story for the
modern era. Happily coupled Hazel meets a
dominatrix who's sweet and tender outside of
the bedroom. A fun, colorful comic about a
young woman's journey through the delights
and disappointments of multiple lovers.

Also
on:

Explores the lives of
three twenty-five-year
olds who grew up with
anti-anxiety meds and
text-messaging.

Roxane Gay

The Life And
Death Of Sophie
Stark

ANF 362.196398 GAY

Anna North

A deeply personal
memoir about her
“wildly undisciplined”
body that tells a
necessary but
previously untold
story.

FIC NOR

Gap Of Time

All Inclusive

Jeanette Winterson

Faranza Doctor

FIC WIN

FIC DOC

A hyper-modern
retelling of
Shakespeare’s A
Winter’s Tale full of
energy and beauty
about the power of
jealousy, love, and

A fusion of
contemporary and
ghost fiction, set in a
Pacific all-inclusive
resort where anything
goes, under covers,
that is.

Hunger

Also
on:

FIC WHI

A filmmaker uses
stories around her in
movies that bring her
both critical acclaim
and ire from the

Marrow Island
Alexis M Smith
FIC SMI
A post earthquake
environmental
disaster zone, a cult,
rekindling old
frienships...all set in a
fictional San Juan
Island.

In Case of
Emergency
Courtney Moreno
FIC MOR
Rookie EMT Piper
Gallagher, somewhat
lost in life and new to
the job, struggles to
make it all work.

Beautiful
Gravity
Martin Hyatt
FIC HYA
Boz’s world is turned
upside-down, leading
to an emotionally
turbulent and sexually
liberating four-way

